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Pipe smoking has been experiencing a popular resurgence in recent years. Some 
cite the influence of hipster culture on the mainstream or a collective desire to 
return to an idealized view of the past. It could just be that more smokers are 
turning away from cigarettes and cigars and towards the most fulfilling and stylish 
alternative. Whatever the reasons, many more people are picking up the briar for 
the first time now than in the last several years with no signs of slowing down.

Presumably, pipe smoking faded as a societal norm and the primary form of 
tobacco consumption during the 1980s. People simply couldn’t be bothered to take 
the time necessary to craft their own blends before lighting and smoking. This was 
a time beset by the rise of instant gratification, the mortal enemy of the stoic pipe 
smoker. Today’s technology and rate of change has kicked instant gratification into 
overdrive, so it’s not hard to imagine why more and more people would want a 
break from the continuous battle for their attention that modern life demands and 
take a minute to slow down and get back to old traditions. We continue to see more 
and more people who are new to this lifestyle at pipe shows across the country. 
Everything from the customization of tobacco blends to the intricacy of the pipe 
craftsmanship draws people into this vibrant culture.  

Smoking your pipe allows for a type of quiet and stillness that people just don’t get 
as much these days and that’s probably a large part of the appeal. Sure, there’s a 
large and welcoming community, a constant stream of new experiences and 
products, and a devoted infrastructure, but in our opinion what’s really drawing 
and holding so many new people to the briar can be found in those quiet moments. 
 Yes, that may be a bit of a stretch and we can’t really back that up with proof, but 
it just feels right you know?

Historically speaking, tobacco is one of the most important crops ever grown, so its 
only right that it’d reclaim the spotlight eventually. The native North and South 
Americans cultivated tobacco for religious and trade purposes as far back as 3000 



years ago, and infatuation with the plant was a driving factor behind European 
colonialism. By the 1800s, taxes on tobacco accounted for 1/3rd of the total 
internal revenue collected by the United States government. One could easily say 
that pipe tobacco helped shape the modern world. All of this is to say that we don’t 
think the resurgence is a temporary fad. We truly believe this noble hobby has 
persevered for hundreds of years because it speaks to us on a higher level. 
Smoking is cathartic. Bonding with others over mutual experiences is human, and 
humans have been smoking tobacco with each other for a long time.

Today, just like 300 or even 3000 years ago, there’s nothing quite like the slow but 
gratifying process of packing and smoking a bowl. It doesn’t matter who you are or 
what your reasons for smoking are. Young or old, fad or not, pipe smoking is still 
the gift of quiet reflection and universal oneness the Native Americans thought it to 
be. The hobby will continue whether everyone is into it or not but our job as 
members of this club is to encourage everyone we can to join. Veterans should take 
charge and guide new smokers towards the best parts of pipe life. Newbies, satisfy 
your curiosity here at ThisPipeLife.com. We’re glad to have you.


